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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN TAHLEQUAH, OKLAHOMA,
UNITED STATES, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS, ON THE
OCCASION OF THE MEETING OF MUSIC FOR THE HEALING AND ELEVATION OF HUMANITY

My dear singing children,

May your souls receive the sacred impulse of the White Buffalo today so that the offering that you
make to God today may be a sacred ceremony which, in love and in spirit, may reach all peoples
who need to recover their values and original roots.

Today the White Buffalo of North America greets you, and comes to meet the melodies and the
instruments that are offered for a higher good.

In essence, may the work of this night close the wounds of all original peoples who were witnesses
of the takeover and the conquest.

May these wounds be washed by the flow of melodies and, in this way, may the innocent souls
recover peace and union with the Universe.

The White Buffalo comes to meet you so that your task may be blessed and so that tonight all
original peoples of North America may unite to you, in soul and heart, so that the task may again
have its planetary repercussion.

This is the time to generate conditions for the healing of humanity and the perfect means for this is
music, which awakens love in the heart and heals the inner life.

Thus, humanity will learn to regenerate, and it will receive from the Heights all it needs to enter a
new stage.

Tonight, may your voices shine like the stars, and may these stars be the hope for those who need to
recover peace and attain faith in God.

The great spirit of the White Buffalo blesses you and unites you to the essence of love, of the sacred
peoples' origins.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


